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	The developed economy is shifting from being manufacturing based to services based. Different from the traditional manufacturing business, the services business is more complicated and dynamic, and end-user driven rather than product driven. To stay competitive, an enterprise thus has to rethink its business strategies and revamp its operational and organizational structures by taking advantage of its unique engineering expertise and application experience. With the fast industrialization of information technology, services sectors have expanded their territories substantially from traditional commercial transportation, logistics and distribution, health-care delivery, and issuance to financial engineering, e-commerce, e-retailing, e-entertainment (and “e-everything” if possible), supply chains, knowledge transformation and delivery, and services consulting.


	Today’s market reality is that the consumer or customer demands more innovative and flexible goods and services with high quality and shorter lead times. For a competitive enterprise, unique and satisfactory services differentiate the enterprise from its competitors; on the other hand, a highly satisfactory services delivery indeed drives more product sales. To meet the needs of the service-led economy, as a matter of fact, enterprises are gradually embracing defining and selling anything as a customer value service for competitive advantage (Rosmarin, 2006).


	Significant research and development advancement has been achieved in enterprise computing, integration, and management. The results of this advancement stimulate the creation of a new class of mission-critical infrastructures, a new category of integration methods and software tools, and a new group of business platforms for cost-effectively exploiting, integrating, and managing business operations across enterprises. Enterprise Service Computing: From Concept To Deployment presents the emerging service computing, or service-enabled computing, technologies currently preferably used in integrating enterprise-wide and cross-enterprise applications. The topics covered range from concept development, system design, modeling, and development technologies, to the final deployment, providing both theoretical research results and practical applications.
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Brain, Mind and Medicine: Essays in Eighteenth-Century NeuroscienceSpringer, 2007


	The idea for a volume on eighteenth-century studies

	of brain and behavior originated during a joint

	International Society for the History of the

	Neurosciences (ISHN) and Theoretical and

	Experimental Neuropsychology/Neuropsychologie

	Expérimentale et Théorique (TENNET) symposium

	held in Montreal in June...
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Effective Prototyping with Excel: A practical handbook for developers and designers (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
Although recognized as a key to the design process, prototyping often falls victim to budget cuts, deadlines, or lack of access to sophisticated tools. This can lead to sloppy and ineffective prototypes or the abandonment of them altogether.  Rather than lose this important step, people are turning to Microsoft Excel® to create effective,...
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Modern C++ Design: Generic Programming and Design Patterns AppliedAddison Wesley, 2001
Modern C++ Design is an  important book. Fundamentally, it demonstrates 'generic patterns' or 'pattern  templates' as a powerful new way of creating extensible designs in C++--a new  way to combine templates and patterns that you may never have dreamt was  possible, but is. If your work involves...
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Building an Effective Information Security Policy ArchitectureCRC Press, 2008
Many times, security professionals need a reference for reviewing, developing, and implementing a security policy architecture. This text will walk the reader through the process for an effective policy architecture for a small, medium, or large enterprise. Whether the reader is a novice or an experienced security professional, this text will give...
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Backup & RecoveryO'Reilly, 2006
 Packed with practical, freely-available backup and recovery solutions for Unix, Linux, Windows and Mac OS X systems -- as well as various databases -- this new guide is a complete overhaul of Unix Backup & Recovery by the same author, now revised and expanded with over 75% new material.
...
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Cardiovascular Molecular ImagingCRC Press, 2007

	Interest in clinical cardiovascular imaging has skyrocketed over the past quarter

	century. Dozens of new imaging modalities have arisen from advances in the physical

	sciences, electrical engineering, information technology, chemical synthesis,

	and in pharmacology. Mostly driven by newly developed technology, these

	advances have...
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